PHOTOGRAPHS

MEMORIES are made of things that happen everyday, moments as we live them, things we do or say. Little bits and pieces of laughter mixed with tears, paragraphs and pages written through the years.
The carefree days of childhood, the
racing paims of youth, a few illusions shal-
tered in the endless search for truth.
The friendships we remember, mistakes
that we regret, the ending of a love affair we
could never forget.
Yes memories are happenings, each one
a different kind. Each one a separate chapter
that is printed on the mind.
THE MUSIC EXPLODES IN YOU

The music of homecoming took us through a weekend of fun and excitement. It started with a different tune this year. In place of the traditional snake dance, the girls B-Ball team presented us with a booming victory over Farwell. Thanks to everyone who sacrificed sleep (and school) for floats and to St. Pete's and Paul's for supplying us with music, our parade was a success. The night was topped off with a victory over Hale and the presentation of the queen and her court.


1. Mimi reflects upon her nomination at a school mas. 2. Bang! we sure did it to Hale.
STUDENTS REALIZE THE USE OF LATIN

This year Latin Club provided both learning and excitement. The highlight of the year was the annual Latin Banquet held at the domicilium of the O'Connells. On March 27, a few Latin II students traveled to Ann Arbor for the 36th Annual Michigan Junior Classical League Convention.

WE'RE FIRED UP!

Pep club raised school spirit "sky high" this year! Lead by Amy Kozitza and four helpers, the pep club backed SHA and brought up ingénious little spirit gatherers. Such activities as mix-em-up clothes day, spirit week, and the all famous overhaul em' days created tremendous enthusiasm that only SHA students have!
S.C. ACCOMPLISHES A GREAT DEAL.

The Student Council began the year with intentions of fulfilling some requests that had been made by students and teachers. The first major task, the school chapel, was completed in 3 months. With the completion of the chapel began work on a student lounge which was completed in May.

After a year of hard work, the SC decided to sponsor a track and field day with competition between classes and faculty.

The NHS members continued to grow under Pres. Molly Frick.

N.H.S. INDUCTS MEMBERS.

1. SC members rally together around Pres. Joe Brandon. 2. Chuck and Chris work against dystrophy. 3. Chairpersons of Christmas canteen present a check to Beacon House. 1. SC introduces students to teachers. 2. President, Molly Frick, speaks at NHS mass. S.H.S.'s new and old members.
Sacred Heart Academy really got into the swing of the Bicentennial spirit with the comedy play "1776 and All That." Mr. Howard was the director, and Mr. Irish helped by assembling the set and crew. They, as well as the actors, put their utmost effort into the play. The cast party was held at the Brandell's and supplied the actors with more memories. I mean, who could forget the cast awards and all that food!

1. Hey guys, can you recognize these beauties? 2. The cast is ready after the 3rd and final performance. 1. Carol Nolan as Martha Washington, 2. George Stongren touches up his makeup, 3. "Look, I'm a queen," says Kathy. 4. The audience's view.
Admit the bitter winter weather, why young ladies saw January 17th creeping up much too quickly upon them as they faced the difficult task, poppin the question. Yet, despite this minor difficulty, forty glamorous couples attended J-Hop 1976 with It's theme "Through the Looking Glass." Triton provided the music while the pool table became a haven for pool sharks. The seniors provided, for those attending, a lasting experience; one precious trip "Through the Looking Glass."

PROM AND BANQUET COLORED MY WORLD.

As the rain fell the night of Jr.-Sr. Banquet, we, under a dry roof, were in a world colored with love, friendship, and enjoyment. The Juniors provided for the Seniors a night filled with excitement, especially during the entertainment of the fruit-of-the-loom commercial!

Prom, even though in April, turned out to be a success with nearly 20 couples attending.

Now that Prom 1976 is over, the Sophomores and Juniors await Prom 1977. The Seniors, however, will have no future proms and must keep the past ones as memories.

1. Junior girls await the food. 2. They've got their food and look at 'em! 3. Entertainment of Banquet 1976. 4. The Juniors did a good job in decorating for the Banquet. 1. Kevin and Kathy enjoy Prom 1976. 2. They're at it again, always trying to be sexy and succeeding! 3. At their last Prom, the Seniors and dates.
Wall to wall students, pink slips, "Can I use the phone in the office, the one in the hall's broken?" sign up sheets, "home-away-from-home" and finally, the screams of "I cannot take this any more-something or someone has to change!" These are characteristics that make up a high school office and Sacred Heart's no different.

Many changes did take place this year, but students still run to the office when in trouble. Here they know they can find the security of Principal Mr. Surles, Secretary Mrs. Cotter, and Counselor Mrs. Featheringham, who are always willing...to help...to yell...whatever.

Down the road a bit, we all know that when you need a friend, Fathers Thorne or Yarosh will lend a hand. Whether it's saying a mass, lending support, or saying a few prayers we know they are behind us.
DON'T ASK WHY, SIT DOWN AND TRY!!

Business, Math, and Science—three subjects where common sense just doesn't rate. As long as you do not ask why— you'll make it. Simply trust your typewriter, slide ruler, computer or as a last resort, your teacher, and you'll make it!

The business department is headed by Mrs. Scholl who has never failed to im- bed those little typewriter keys into our minds. Remember, though, no questions— after all, trust is the key (ugh!) to success.

Mathematics offers a wide variety— anything from the simplicity? of Algebra to utter confusion in Trig. It's hard enough to accept Math let alone try to prove it.

Down in the hallways of the basement comes the sound of science. Explosions, skeleton, jiffy popcorn, fudge and chemistry parties are all a part of SHA's science dept.

things that are natural are never without a certain grace and excellence.

1. Mrs. Allen plans her strategy. 2. Sr. Elaine hiding anger with a smile. 3. Dr. Cramley must love coffee. 4. Sr. Lucilla is caught daydreaming. 5. Mrs. Scholl and Tab— what a pair! 6. Sr. Diane greets her classes with a smile.
ENGLISH AT SHA IS "ALL GREEK TO ME"

All through the school, at all hours of the day, students are being told, taught and threatened in class. These classes are, of course, none other than English. Oh, those maps and seas that result from Freshmen "U-V-N," Sophomores "complex sentences," Juniors the true aim of poetry," to Seniors "To be or not to Be . . . ."

Classic "stuffy" English has been transformed by our teachers to a modern day language. New ideas and teachers, old ways and teachers, all combine to bring the English language into the minds of SHA students.
"The decline of the Roman Empire... is due to the lack of Vitamin C... and can result in another watergate." Confused, of course—after all—its History, Health, and PE.

The History Department consists of Mr. Howard who tried to teach the freshmen the wonders of Michigan and the U.S., and Mr. Devlin who taught the seniors government and economics. Together, Mr. Howard and Mr. Devlin taught the juniors how America came to be, and finally Mr. Kulper rounded out history by offering Current Events to anybody who would take it.

Health and PE were taught by Mrs. Allen and Coach Kulper. They showed the freshmen how to tumble, dance, shoot, hit, and take a shower. In health they learned new facts about diphtheria, the common cold, typhoid... and themselves.

1. Mr. Kulper holds up the wall as he works. 2. Don't worry Mr. Howard, Boy can hear you. 3. Mr. Devlin hands out more free advice. 4. The seniors are actually studying? 5. Mrs. Allen takes forty winks. 4. There's more to school than test!
S.H.A. RAISES ITS VOICE IN THANKS

The religion and music departments here at SHA have one common goal, believe it or not, to open up and express yourself. Through choirs, notebooks, screams, altos, sopranos, gym and wise words to God, we learn.

Religion classes are a variety of things: skills, discussions, questions, and sometimes answers. And now comes a favorite of many of our students: choruses. From the third floor floats the beautiful harmony of Mrs. Hughes "pride and joy."

FINE ARTS AT SHA!

As we entered into the old high school routine, we found that things were pretty much as we left them. Everyone still dreads Monday and looks forward to Friday. This year, however, everyone looks forward to Tuesday. Why? Fine Arts.

The new fine arts program made students realize that all classes are not hard and boring. They found that they can be interesting and enjoyable.

Students had their choice of classes ranging from model building to chorus, with printing, theatre, guitar, and arts and crafts sandwiched in-between.

1. Michele gets to the point of class. 2. With no instructor, the guitar class makes music together. 3. Learning your P's and Q's? 1. Deanna smiles as she plots her next word. 2. Make those needles fly! 3. Toys in school? 4. Chorus girls lead by Mrs. Hughes. 5. "Ross Power."
Traditions, Traditions! The Irish have to keep up such great traditions, and the 1975 football season was no exception to that rule.
Both the Varsity and the JV teams kept up the traditional good records: The Varsity with a 5-4 record and the fantastic JV team with an undefeated season.
Coach Powell did his part coaching the Varsity again. The fans did their part by displaying much support and enthusiasm for both the fine traditional Irish football teams.
LITTLE REDS HAVE BIG WINNING SEASON

The Irish Junior Varsity team had one of its best seasons in years. The Little Irish went undefeated and finished the season with an outstanding record of 7-0-1.

Under the leadership of Pat Heintz, the Freshmen and Sophomores learned the skill and determination it takes to become a GREAT IRISH TEAM!

This year's superior defense gave up only 48 points, while the unstoppable Irish offense racked up 205 points in all. Good job, guys!

Next year, the team should be even better as the "Little" Irish will have gotten bigger both physically and mentally. The incoming Freshmen will add a lot of power to the Junior Varsity Team, as well as the returning Freshmen. The Sophomores will be able to test their football skills as Juniors when they face more difficult opponents as Varsity football players.

IRISH OPPONENTS THEM
12 ST. STEPHENS 6
28 McBAIN PUBLIC 6
22 BEAL CITY 8
21 VESTABURG 0
44 MT. MORRIS 6
60 BALDWIN 8
6 BEAL CITY 6
12 SHEPHERD 8
OUR IRISH TEAMS ARE LIVING LEGENDS

Looking back over the past year, the 1975-1976 basketball team had quite a name to live up to. Though through hard work in practices as well as games and determination, our Irish guys racked up a final record of 16-4.

During Christmas break, the Irish again won the Montebella Christmas Tournament. March madness left Irish fans upset. With three seconds remaining Fowler scored and left us on the short end 63-61.

1, Senior Bill Brehm goes high for the ball. 2, 75-76 Varsity B-Ball team with coach Kulper and manager M. Strauss. 3, Cubby sets up for 2. 1, Kevin Walton awaits Bill Brehm's shot. 2, Coach Kulper shows the pressure involved, 3, Irish and opponents await the outcome.
FRESHMEN B-BALL...

Freshmen guys tried their hand at dribbling, shooting, and rebounding, and what they tried to do, they did. They had a successful season, finishing 9 and 1 and they gained a lot of experience for the future years of basketball at StIA. Work pays off, so keep it up!

START OFF WITH WINNING SEASON

1. Phil O'Brien attempts a tricky pass to Pete Broidenstein. 2. Dave Ervans maneuvers around the crowd. 3. The freshmen coaches seem to be involved in the game but the players don't seem to be wrapped up in it; could it be because they know their going to win? 4. Phil O'Brien stretches to get the tip. 5. Mark Vincent pulls a fast one on the opponents. 6. The energetic Irish boys jump high for the rebound. 7. Pete, I think that you are outnumbered.
GREAT JV'S SO GREAT VARSITY

If this year's JV team is any indication of a future varsity team, Irish supporters are in for another famous Irish team. Finishing the regular season with a 15-5 record, the JV's showed great promise and skill.

Much thanks goes to coach Brian Willquest as he put many hours of his time and patience into the JV team, and it paid off!

1. Look at guys, I'm comin' through. 2. The 1975-1976 JV basketball team. 3. Terry Baumann up the score with two more. 2. Terry and Chris look on as the opponent takes a rebound. 3. The opponents take an imaginary shooting practice as the Irish go after the ball. 4. The Irish guys urge Gary McDonald to jump a little higher.
Decent! The word that fits the season just perfect. The varsity captured the district title and had a 12-0 record. The JV's did tremendous with a 12-0 record. One thing that helped out the teams was the fantastic enthusiasm of the fans.
While never being able to forget the bus rides, practices, and sitting on the bench, basketball brought a realization of what being together can bring—friendship.
GIRLS EXCEL IN VB, SB, AND TRACK.

In sports this year, the girls certainly did excel.

In volleyball, the girls did not capture a title but learned more about the game itself.

In track, the girls won their regional meet held in Ludington. They went on to the state meet held in Lansing and saw many of the team members receive medals.

Softball...well what can you say except good-luck in regionals and hopefully state!
GOLF, CROSS COUNTRY, AND TRACK A SUCCESS DUE TO DEDICATION.

The 1976 Cross Country, Golf, and Track teams all had something in common—success! The CC team was led by Bill Lamon. Both he and the team proved to be #1. The Golf team placed 2nd at the state meet and was coached by Mr. Kuijer. The track team is still going strong as they finished 2nd at Regionals. Good Luck at State, guys!
This year's baseball team was never rated during the season, but after playing great games in districts the Irish are becoming well known. The Irish played well all season and now that they are in tournaments, seem to be playing even better. Who knows, we may take state; the potential is there!

GLOVES, BATS, BALLS, AND A TEAM THAT WOULD NEVER SAY DIE!!!

1. Mary loves getting into a cheer. 2. Yal! Another Irish victory! 3. Christy can't believe Diana is fixing Sue's hair again. 4. Carol shows us what perfect form is. 5. Work your way up Freshman! 6. Freshman cheerleaders supporting freshman guys. 7. JV cheerleaders take "time out" to do a cheer. 8. "ooooohny" fill that spirit jug!!
FRESHMEN POP INTO THE BIG RED SCENE

With much determination and a great show of spirit, we started our Freshmen year with high hopes, only to be put in our place at the first assembly by the senior guys.

We finally began to fit in, and after a few mixers and assemblies, we were really getting it together! Each day brought more excitement as we listened to another of Bob Sullivan's comical jokes or watched Mike Rochiau's afro grow.

As we exploded with spirit, we look forward to Sophomore year and years to come.
FROSH SPIRIT SHINES THROUGH

Katie Beltinck
Theresa Binkowski

Lisa Bollman
Pete Breidenstein

Caryn Campbell
Betty Cole

Nancy Demerath
Mark Deni

Dave Ervans
Denise Ervans

Anthony Esch
Brian Fettig

1. A bystander takes a peak at the float that the freshman class produced.
2. Carolyn and Carmen enjoy the Catholic Weekly but I don't think Carolyn S. does. 3. The "crazy" girls show off their crazy socks. 2. S. Frick reads a critical comic.

Steve Frick
Michael Glanz
David Jacque
Tim Lawrence
Karen McDonald
Rick Markowski

John Frick
Jeff Geipford
Bill Hauck
Mary Anne Loven
Jeff McDonald
Bill McFarlane
FRESHMEN TAKE PRIDE IN ALL THEY DO

Carmen Richardson
Mike Rocqueau
Maureen Sheahan
Carolyn Sheppard
Cecilia Simons

Bill Sowle
Carolyn Strauss
Bob Sullivan
Mark Vincent
Judy Vogel

Mike Volin
Tim Wentworth
Vickie Wentworth
Jeff Williams
Angela Wood

1. Maureen and Penny give us a big smile. 2. Why is it that the freshmen girls are always laughing? 3. The freshmen's spirit explodes. 2. Barb Pohl is caught doing the school song routine. 3. Judy loves putting on makeup! Oh, Judy, I think you can stop now. 4. These guys know what "studying" is!

Dave Zamarron
Penny Zaneberg
TO BE A FRIEND IS TO HAVE A FRIEND

The class of '78 had a terrific year. We placed well in selling and poster contests, we had a first place float, we built a chair for the student lounge, and most of all, through our retreat, we learned that "to be a friend is to have a friend."

Our sophomore year left memories and hopes of what the future will bring.

Far away
in the sunshine,
are my highest aspirations.
I may not reach them
but I can see
their beauty,
believe in them,
and try to
follow where they lead.
Terry Baumann
Greg Bendick

Dennis Cruz
Michelle Farnan

John Bigard
Anne Brandell

Julie Flannery
Joe Fox

Teresa Breuer
Denise Campbell

Mark Francetic
Patty Goerner

Tim Campbell
Dave Caccarelli

Cathy Henry
Joe Horan

Rose Marie Croll
Mary Anne Croll

Carol Huber
Karl Kipfmuller

Tom Klein

Amy Kozrak

Jeanne LaLonde

Sheilli Lammen

1. Sean can't believe he got the answer.
2. Our radiant attendant, Diane Murphy.
4. Mary as an "Angel!"
SING A SONG OF SOPHOMORE SPIRIT!!

Sue Mankowski
Gary McDonald
Mary Beth McGuire
Tim McNamara
Jim Minster
Sean Murphy
Diana Murphy
Jean Myler
Mike Neff

Therese O'Brien
John O'Connell
Tom Pasche
Deanna Phelps

Pete Reed
Chris Schafer
Pat Sheahan
Lori Sheppard

Brian Quillen
Dan Quillen

Linda Shook
Dan Smalley
DREAMS COME TRUE

Diana Somerville
Betsy Swol

Perry Stancato
Mary Shengren

Mick Straus
Mike Swetz

Joni Tenbarge
Nancy Theisen

Andy Thiesen
Rob Utterback

Patty Therling
Terri Verleger

1. Rob Utterback is the proclaimed Pied Piper of SHA. 2. First place float proclaims "Irish Victory." 3. The "average" Biology class!

1. Mark tries his luck in Biology class. 2. Sue Mankowski takes a well deserved break. 3. Dave tells Chris that Mr. Yenior's DECENT!
THE PAST IS GONE
OUR FUTURE IS GO.

This place in time is all they know. Behind is
past, ahead they go, eternities both with them
between.

Through 9th and 10th grade, and finally the
class of seventy seven got through 13th grade.
Of course their Junior year was not without its
high and low points. They set out with high hopes
for winning 1st place in contests they entered and
hopes for substantially increasing their treasury.
However, they only received second place on their
homecoming float, and their seed sales weren't too
profitable. Nevertheless, the Juniors did take the
Pep Jug! Also, the Juniors made their confirmation
and somehow made it through the year's activities
of planting prom and banquet without any serious
disasters.

They'll not regret that left behind. What lies
ahead they will not mind.
1. They're off. 2. Darn! It's really Mr. Pepper. 3. You've got to be kidding! 4. Juniors and Faculty are #1. 5. Senior's team smiles - before losing. 6. Concentration, a must in Mr. Howard's class. 1. What's the matter, Chris? 2. The thrill of victory.
WORK WORK WORK!!
ONLY A YEAR TO GO

1. Chris gets what she wants.
2. Things go better in jeans.
3. Kathy tried to be understand.
4. What shall I say?
5. Fun at the SHA 500! Jr. Juniors stuck on "Irish.
6. That's where we want him!
7. We must be killing fun!!
WE GROW CLOSER AS THE YEARS GO BY

1. Junior girls flash a smile. 2. Attend a Patty Nolan has a reason to be happy. 3. OUR 2nd place float! 1-4. Pres. T., Bellinck, V.P., K. Vincent, Treas. C. Rice, Sec. C. Krech, S. Pam Lux is tired.

Chris Milan
Jamie Milan
Kathy Meyers
Cheryl Nizziel
Patty Nolan

Carol Nolan
Chris Pahl
Carol Rice
Cindy Richmond
Michelle Shepard

Mary Jo Rocheleau
Kim Teasley
Terri Tombarge
Barney Thelsten

Jim Trainor
George Stengren
Chris Voll
Kristi Vincent

Joan Vogel
Bruce Walker
Chris Ward
Kathy Ward

Joe Walters
Chuck Wentworth
Gene Tillman
Nick Spence
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PHOTO NOT AVAILABLE
AFFECTION
I shall forget, no matter how much I may protest, "It will remember."
I shall forget the laughter, the tears, Even the best of evenings will not linger long,
I shall forget all that we shared: parties, grade school, punishments, Stratford, state champs
... what paths we followed, or tried to follow.
All This Gone!
I shall still remember how you left off smiling
... When I said I wished you well.

3. Queen Mimi Schall and the Senior attendants
Judy McDonald and Kathy Wentworth, 2. Mike Breitman seems to be having a good day. And by the way Mike, Hill 3. We seniors do enjoy having fun but we do realize the need for seriousness. 1. Mary and Michele love having study hall instead of chorus class. 2. What's on the wall? A list of eligible guys. 3. Something has caught Steve's and Bill's attention and it's quite amusing. 4. Mimi and Mary prove to "Loser" that they love him, but we all do.
THE BEST WAY OUT IS ALWAYS THROUGH

Joe Brandell
Pete Campbell
Cathy Allers
Bill Brehm
Debbie Cluley
Steve Baumann
Mike Brehm
Jo Ann Cole
Debbie Bramley
Mary Ellen Cole
Theresa Cotter
Theresa Doherty
Kevin Doerr
Pete Esch

1. Bob buckles up for safety. 2. Mike's contest. 3. Cheryl is caught studying. 4. You decide what Dave's dreaming about. 1. Let's go. Debbie! 2. A spirit stick up!! 3. Take-easy guys. 4. Mr. Stiles, come quick, the guys are rowdy again!
MAY WE ALWAYS HAVE OLD MEMORIES

AND YOUNG HOPES

1. Mr. Surles is sandwiched. 2. Senior guys enjoy the "needed" break. 3. Steve cheers on the girls. 4. Dave enjoys this months issue. 5. Embroidering seems to relax Michele. 6-7. Class officers: Prez. K. Wendworth, V. Prez. J. Jones, Sec.-Treas. J. McDonald, and J. Hall

Chuck Gepford
Bob Graham
Jennifer Hall
Kevin Hall
Cheryl Hedley
Jeff Jackson

Dick Forton
Molly Frick

Jeff Francetic
Nancy Frick

Robin Greene
Mike Grinzinger
Pat Johnson
Jackie Jones
Roberta Kane
Mary Kipfmuehler
MAY WE ALWAYS HAVE

1. SHA seniors head for MPH5. 2. In each of us, is a part of God. 3. The senior girls aren't really shy! 1. The seniors "related" at their retreat!

OLD MEMORIES AND YOUNG HOPES.

Mary Klifmuelter
Brian Kametz

Dave Klumpp
Dody Kostrzewa

Jim Lalonde
Dave Murphy

Bill Luneau
Bill Myler

Mark Laeher
Judy McDonald
Sue McDonald

Chris Natzer
Debbie Phelps
Jim Powell
Pictured below are just SOME of many students who deserve recognition for selling an outstanding amount of advertisements. They, along with the agencies, donors, and patrons, have made Cor Jesu '76 a success.

The appreciation that is felt will show on anyone's face when they leaf through this yearbook!
... We can't erase the sadness or edit out the tears. We can't undo the wrongs we've done, we can't relive the years... But since memories keep building, let each day be the start of making new and happy ones to store within the heart.
SENIOR SKIP DAY
AT FIFE LAKE.

PHOTOGRAPHS... MEMORIES
BACCALAUREATE AND GRADUATION — '76

Over the years we've shared many tears, but for more smiles. With our tears and smiles we've built a beautiful life here at Sacred Heart.

We must now divide our tears and smiles and build a beautiful world for everyone.
When I was asked to be editor of Cor Jesu 76, I accepted with no hesitation, not realizing the work involved. To be perfectly honest, there were times when I wanted to "bail out." However, realizing what the feeling would be like finishing this yearbook for you, I stuck it out.

Completing a task such as being editor brings self-satisfaction, however, I am much more satisfied knowing that the staff and I captured, within this book, many PHOTOGRAPHS that will bring everlasting MEMORIES.

To Mr. Pesino, Mr. Devlin and Miss Creach, to Cathy Atkins and Chuck Wentworth, to Guys and Dells, and of course the staff, I thank you for helping me bring back memories to all those who will leaf through Cor Jesu in time which is yet to come. Take care.

Jackie Jones
EDITOR: COR JESU 76